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CUSTOMERS
Businesses of all sizes are migrating to Kubernetes-orchestrated containers,
distributed microservices, and hybrid cloud to modernize their applications.
Solo.io delivers modern API infrastructure to enable application networking from
the edge to the service mesh forming the foundation for developers, operators,
partners, and customers to interact with the relevant application APIs quickly,
effectively, and securely. Our products meet businesses where they are today,
enabling them to incrementally modernize at the pace of their business, and
realize immediate benefits alongside their existing IT investments.

The Challenge and Opportunity of Microservices
As a collection of loosely coupled services, microservices are dynamic,
distributed, and rely on networking as critical application infrastructure.
Microservices pose new communication challenges from external clients into
distributed backend services, between services in a cluster, and communication
across clusters and clouds. The rise of cloud-native technologies like
Kubernetes (to orchestrate containers), and Istio and Envoy Proxy (for service
meshes and API gateways) to abstract the application code from the operational
code so that they can be managed separately.
Istio is the most popular Kubernetes-native service mesh and Envoy Proxy is the
leading proxy for cloud-native environments whether deployed at the edge as
a gateway proxy or as sidecar proxies alongside each service in service mesh.
Service mesh enables service-to-service communication at scale, through the
sidecar proxies and enables new functionality to improve application reliability,
security, and observability. Tools are required to configure, secure, and manage
across the application network.
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Modern API Infrastructure
As you modernize your applications into distributed microservices with Kubernetes containers spanning on-premises and
clouds, you need to connect, manage, and secure complex application traffic. Solo offers Gloo Edge, an Envoy Proxy-based
API gateway for application traffic at the edge, and Gloo Mesh, an Istio-based service mesh. Solo helps you simplify your
application networking with unified control, reliability, observability, extensibility, and security. We reduce your effort and risk,
so you can focus on innovation with your applications.

Gloo Edge
Gloo Edge Enterprise is a Kubernetes-native, next-generation API Gateway built on
Envoy Proxy to manage, secure and observe traffic at the edge. Gloo Edge configures
the behavior of the Envoy Proxy data plane to ensure secure application networking and
policy based traffic management while gathering metrics to improve observability.

Gloo Mesh
Gloo Mesh Enterprise delivers a simplified and unified experience for ensuring
connectivity, security, observability and reliability for Kubernetes, VMs, and microservices
applications, and the support and guidance you need to deploy and operate Istio. Key
Capabilities Include: Istio lifecycle management, security, traffic management, global
routing and failover, policy management, global service discovery, multi-tenancy and
RBAC. extensibility, and multi-cluster observability and operations.

Gloo Portal
Gloo Portal is a Kubernetes-native API developer portal built to run natively with Istio and
Envoy Proxy that enables GitOps and CI/CD workflows. Fully integrated with Gloo Mesh
Enterprise and Gloo Edge Enterprise, the portal abstracts the complexity and enables
developers to publish, document, share, discover, and use APIs with rich controls,
detailed configuration information, and comprehensive security.

GraphQL
Solo.io’s GraphQL extension embeds a GraphQL server natively into Gloo Mesh and Gloo
Edge enabling federated GraphQL queries of your APIs using your service mesh and API
gateways. No additional GraphQL servers required!

Solo.io API Infrastructure brings developer and operations tooling to manage and federate security and traffic control and
tie together the integration points to enable and observe the application network, enabling organizations to focus on the
business logic of their applications and customer experience.
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